CARE AND MAINTENANCE
Misuse of any knife can cause breakage and can cause serious injury or death. Improper care can
cause mechanisms to not function correctly.
Maintain your knife as you would any precision instrument.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR HOGUE KNIFE
Your Hogue knife should only be used in the manner for which it was designed. Do not use your knife
for anything but cutting.
All knives are potentially dangerous; their use may cause great harm, personal injury or death. It is
your responsibility to know the safe use, procedures and operation of your knife and to store, handle
and transport your knife legally and safely.

Your knife model may include some type of safety mechanism. The safety mechanisms on a Hogue
manual knife are designed to function ONLY in the open position to prevent an unwanted closure of the
blade. You must familiarize yourself with the operation and use of any safety mechanisms before using
your knife.

- Keep the cutting edge sharp.
- Periodically lubricate sparingly using a high quality lubricant such as Break-Free®.
- Keep the blade clean using an appropriate cleaner and be sure to keep a light coat of machine
oil on the blade.
- Periodically inspect the knife for loose parts and fasteners and tighten using appropriate tools.
- Do not disassemble the knife. Your Hogue knife was professionally assembled and adjusted for
lifetime operation. With the exception of reversing the clip on folder models or removing the
scales on appropriate fixed blade models, any attempt at disassembly voids the knife’s warranty.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Customer satisfaction is our number one priority. Do not hesitate to contact us with any problems and
we will do our absolute best to help.

If you are not completely satisfied with your Hogue Knife for any reason, you may within thirty (30)
days, if in new condition, return it for refund to the place of purchase. Hogue Knives also carry a limited
lifetime warranty to the original owner against defects in materials or workmanship. This warranty does
not cover any type of failure due to misuse or to mechanisms that are not properly maintained.
Except for warranties as stated, this product is sold “AS IS” and “WITH ALL FAULTS”. To the extent
allowed by law, we specifically disclaim any express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to,
warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.
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